We apply the notion of an oriented rewrite theory and the associated coherence techniques in order to develop a framework for theorem proving modulo equations. This is achieved using existing rewriting techniques and a few simple lemmas, and is intended to serve as a case study of the use of an oriented rewrite theory for building-in equality.
Introduction
Rewriting logic Mes92] is thought to be one of the most general logical frameworks, in the sense all logical systems found in pratice can be mapped into a rewriting logic theory MOM93]. One of the main reasons for this success is that rewriting logic does not impose any implicit structure on the objects to be represented ; all structure must be explicitely de ned using equations. The other important point is that a rewriting logic theory is immediately executable as long as the set of equations is tractable, in the sense that one can provide a reasonably e cient matching algorithm modulo those equations.
A rewrite theory consist of a set of rules R and a set of equations E. The distinction is both operational and semantic : rules can be applied only in one direction and are interpreted as irreversible transitions, while equations can be applied in both directions and are interpreted as equalities. Typically, rules specify transitions between states or logical deduction steps, and are applied to objects whose internal structure is speci ed by the equations.
In an oriented rewrite theory Vir95], the operational and semantic interpretation of a rule need not be be same. This is achieved by partitioning the set of rules into R and ER (equational rules) : rules in both sets can be applied only in one direction, but rules of ER have an equational interpretation while those of R not necessarily. An oriented rewrite theory is useful for two purposes :
execution : moving equations from E into equational rules in ER until E consists only of \tractable" equations (typically associativity, commutativity, identity, and some of their combinations) makes the theory executable in the sense that it can be fed directly to an available rewrite engine such as Maude ] or ELAN ].
semantics : moving rules from R into equational rules in ER means that these rules will now have an equational interpretation, i.e. specify the internal structure of the objects on which rules of R are applied. This is usually referred to as \building-in equality".
Obviously, when moving around rules and equations, one must make sure that (some notion of) derivability is preserved. Su cient conditions are given in Vir95], based on the notion of coherence.
Case studies showing how complex rewrite theories can be made executable in the above sense have been presented in Vir95]. Our motivation here is to investigate a case study showing how the notion of an oriented rewrite theory and the associated coherence techniques provide also a simple an elegant framework for building-in equality.
Inspired by the recent work on \theorem proving modulo" DHK98], we develop the example of sequent calculus (as presented in GLT89]), and show how the straightforward application of rewriting logic techniques can derive the same results, namely correctness and completeness of theorem proving in the presence of additional equations.
Sequent calculus is a quite complex logical system which has been thoroughly studied in the litterature, and our choice to study this particular calculus is to show a non-trivial example. Other that than, this choice is purely arbitrary, and in particular we will not develop logical considerations but rather remain on a purely syntactic level. By developing this well-studied example, we do not expect to nd any new result, our point is rather to show how such results can be found almost automatically by applying rewriting logic techniques.
A rewriting logic theory for sequent calculi has been given in MOM93]. Here we start with a slightly di erent presentation, directly inspired by the de nition in GLT89] (classical case). In a rst step, we simplify this complex theory by adding equational consequences and removing redundant rules. This corresponds to the common intuition of building-in uninteresting proof steps (provability is not changed, although proofs become radically smaller). By turning equations into equational rules, we obtain an executable theory that can be implemented using rewriting modulo AC.
In a second step, we show how structural rules and equations about the formulas can be added while preserving correctness and completeness. We end up with a framework similar to \theorem proving modulo" DHK98], the main di erence being that we used mostly well-known techniques and did not have to prove lemmas about the particular calculus we choosed as example. The last operator is explicit substitution. It is left implicit in the original de nition of sequent calculus, but rewriting logic requires to make all operators explicit. There may be also additional operators speci c to the particular substitution calculus we will choose later. = ] : formula name formula ?! formula The 2 operator is nothing new, it stands for white space left or right of the turnstyle. Similarly, 3 stands for white space in the premisse part of a deduction rule. The operator makes explicit the composition of sequents, which is done by juxtaposition in the original presentation.
The two operators coercing a formula into a fset and a sequent into a sset are \invisible", allowing a more natural exposition. The only place where this may cause an ambiguity is in the de nition of the rewrite rules, so we will have to state explicitely the sorts of the left and right-hand sides.
The system of equations E 1 given below makes explicit the implicit structure of formula composition and premisse composition. It also contains the equations of an explicit substitution calculus , for which we will not give the speci c rules here (see for instance MOM93, Les94] ). We assume that veri es the two properties : Commutativity of \," is not part of the implicit structure, we will add it later as a consequence of the inference rules.
Deduction rules of the sequent calculus will be encoded as rewrite rules, with the consequences on the left-hand side in order to have a problem-solving oriented de nition. In the sequel, we will make use of the following proposition GLT89] which states that the weakening rules are redundant in the presentation of sequent calculus using the extended Axiom rule. With this assumption, the Cut rule is subsumed by L_ (consider AB = A; C _ :C`B).
Summing up
Taking into account all the equations introduced so far, we de ne E 2 = E 1 E formula E fset E sequent E id In the rewrite theory (R 1 ; E 2 ), the rules LX, RX, LC, RC, L:, R:, R) are identities, L) is subsumed by L_, L1^. and L2^are subsumed by LW, and R1_ and R2_ are subsumed by RW (by proposition 2.2, rules subsumed by LW or RW are redundant as well). The couples of rules L8, R9 and L9, R8 are subsumed by each other.
After removing all identities and subsumed rules, and supposing the existence of identity elements, the set of rules becomes : The second step is to orient some of the equations of E 3 into equational rules, in order to reduce the set of equations to one for which we know a matching algorithm, which will then allow to implement the rewrite theory as rewriting modulo : However, because of the extra-variable in the right-hand side of L8, the derivation tree may have an in nite branching. Any practical implementation must provide a way to restrict the possible instanciations to a nite number. As usual, this can be done using narrowing AEH94] . Notice that the noninstanciating rewrite relation (where extra variables are instanciated by fresh variables) generated by R 4 ER 4 modulo E 4 is terminating.
Theorem proving modulo
Our journey through sequent calculus in rewriting logic is not over yet. All the equations that we introduced so far were consequences of the original calculus, whose sole purpose was to nd a \simpler" presentation of the calculus by identifying and removing redundant rules. Using coherence results allowed then to turn these equations into equational rules in order to get an \exe-cutable" presentation of the calculus, i.e. whose only remaining equations are associativity and commutativity. Now we can think of adding additional equations, modulo which we wish to do reasoning. These equations may for instance de ne new operators or specify the internal structure of the objects we reason about. By doing so, we end up with a framework similar to that of \theorem proving modulo" introduced in DHK98].
In order to preserve executability, these equations need to be turned into equational rules, in the same way that we did in section 4. The properties that we required of the rewrite theory in order to obtain correctness and completeness of the implementation were termination of ER and weak coherence of R and ER (propositions 4.2 and 4.3).
As long as these properties are still veri ed, new rules can be added to ER while preserving the validity of theorem 1. Because the additional equations may wish to introduce most often involve only new symbols not present in the original calculus, weak coherence is trivially preserved (no new critical pairs are introduced) and termination may be proved by modularity results Rub95, FJ95] .
In this way, we can handle the example of HOL given in DHK98] by 
Conclusion
By specifying the sequent calculus as a rewriting logic theory and applying transformations based on a few simple lemmas, we have been able to provide a sound and complete operational semantics for provability in sequent calculus, even modulo additional equations, similar to that presented in DHK98].
While we did not introduce any original result, we provided a methodology that may be reused for any calculus for which we know a rewriting logic theory. The only properties speci c to a particular theory that need to proved are convergence of ER and con uence of R and ER, for which well-known general methodes can be used.
